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ished. In gases the centrifugal force predominates and there 
is a constant tendency of the atoms to separate. 

Mr. Walling exhibited drawings and models, and gave a 
mathematical demonstration of the stability of a sys,em made 
up of atoms moving as described, and proposes to pursue fur
ther the investigation of the subject. 

.. -.. 

[For the SCientlllc AmerIcan.] 

BREAKAGE OF CAR WHEELS--THE CAUSES AND REME
DIES. 

The subject of car wheels has not had the attention its 
importance demands, and so important is it to the public that 
many have thought a Government Inspector should be ap
pointed to inspect every wheel before it is put in use. The 
lives of millions of our citizens are constantly in j eopardy 
while t,raveling over our railroads, and what may insure 
greater safety should receive the earnest attention of the 
National Government. If the inspection of boilers on steam
boats is necessary, surely the same precautiun is desirable in 
railroad trains. 

CasMron wheels are so fully established in this country, 
that it is scarce worth while to attempt the introduction of 
wrought iron or any other kind of wheel, but what may im
prove the quality of wheels is worthy the attention of all 
railroad managers, car and locomotive builders. A proper 
chill on poor iron may insme a wheel under favorable circum
stances to wear as long as a wheel made from iron of a better 
fIuality. If, however, any unusual strain comes on the wheel, 
the poorer iron may fail in the time of need, when the better 
iron would have withstood the shock. Cheap wheels seem to 
be more sought after than those of a better quality costing 
more . •  The best charcoal iron, remelted in a cupola, always 
dlilteriorates in quality. It becomes anthracite iron and, as
sumes all the qualities of anthracite iron, and will rarely show 
a tenacity of over eighteen to twenty thousand pounds to the 
square inch. High tenacity, when the proper degree of mottle 
is maintained, will always produce the best wheel, as it not 
only has tensile strength but a greater degree of toughness. 
This has been fully demonstrated by General Rodman in the 
manufacture of his incomparable guns, which are unequalled 
by any other made in any part of the world. 

To insure good wheels the tenacity should never be less 
than thirty thousand pounds to the square inch, and this 
without the iron being too high, so as to endanger brittleness. 
If an inspector would require this tenacity we would seldom 
hear"of broken wheels. Car wheels, like carriage wheels, will 
wea; out, and good wheels, if replaced in time, will generally 
insure against accidents. The same may be said of car axles. 
Hammered axles are better than rolled axles, and yet rolled 
axles are coming into general use because they can be made 
cheaper. Let us have Government Inspectors for each, and 
greater safety will be the result. 

Cold-blast charcoal iron is best for. both car :wheels and 
axles, and yet but little is used by the manufacturers of car 
wheels. Many of the manufacturers of wheels are interested 
in furnaCe!! which are hot blast because the yield is greater 
with hot than with cold blast. 

Charcoal iron remelted in reverberatory furnaces, if not per
mitted to become too high, will not deteriorate in quality, 
but Nos. 1 and 2 pig will improve in strength till it reaches 
No.3, after which it deteriorates. 

Some car-wheel manufactur'lrs mix anthracite iron with 
charcoal iron in their wheels. Anthracite iron is usually 
much poorer in quality, and never uniform, and the practice 

, sh@uld be discountenanced and condemned. 
Castings from reverberatory furnaces are always superior 

in strength and toughness to those made from cupolas, and 
machinery� castings, chilled or sand rolls, and car, wheels, 
should only be made from iron remelted in reverberatory fur-
naces. MULHOLLAN. 

[Mr. H. C. Luce, of Jersey City, N. J., has addressed to En
gineering a temperate, matter-of.fact statement of the case of 
the American car wheel, neither claiming nor admitting more 
than is reasonable. He says that the best American wheels 
sometimes break, and sometimes wear out in a few months; 
and yet, if made from good iron and treated properly, are the 
best wheels in use. He puts down the average wear under large 
business, at two years in passenger traffic and from three to 
seven years in freight. It is estimated that 25 per cent of 
the b�st wheels will fail in the first year in one way or 
another: the remainder will run for very various periods be
yond the above average; sometimes as high as fifteen years. 
-EDs. 

J dtutifit �tUtritAlu. 
majority in trade matters, is equivalent to surrendering their 
well-earned rank and its just rewards to the envy of their 
inferiors. Wherever merit" wont pay," universal deteriora
tion and loss of prosperity must follow, and the last state of 
that craft will be worse than the first. It oughL to be a 
fundamental and unalterable part of the constitution of every 
trade association, for their own permanent advantage, that 
no check shall be imposed upon individual promotion or pay. 

._. 

LIPP'S ICE CREAM FREEZER-

The process of procuring that delicious compound for sum· 
mer weather, known so favorably as ice cream, is sufficiently 
familiar to all. It is merely the thorough and even freezing 
of eggs, milk, and sugar, so that the mass shall be of the 
same consistency, without lumps and perfectly homogeneous. 
On the even freezing of the mixture much of the delicacy of 
flavor and satisfactory results depend. We have known good 
ice cream produced by simply turning an ordinary covered 

tin pail filled with the sweetened compound in a freezing 
mixture of ice and salt in a common tub, but it was a labor 
requiring time, elbow grease, and patience. We give an en· 
graving of a machine intended to shorten the time, reduce 
the amount of labor, and secure superior results. 

In this machine the ordinary shaped ice receptacle is used, 
inside of which is a can which rests and turns upon a stud 
and step, one on the can bottom and the other on the ice tank. 
By means of a bevel gear which forms the top of the cream 
can, to which it is secured by a simple clamp, the can is ro
tated by a crank on the horizontal shaft which carries the 
gear, A, that meshes into that on the top of the can. The 
upper gear, B, also engages with A and gives motion, when so 
engaged, to the crank, C, and by a roll sliding in the horizon· 
tal loop, to the dasher shaft, by means of the guide, D, in a 
reciprocating, vertical movement. This dasher shaft has two 
arms, the lower one carrying a fixed curved scraper and a 
curved disk pivoted to the cross bar, while the upper one has 
two spoon shaped scrapers which assist in removing the fro
zen cream from the inner circumference of the can and throw· 

-----.... _.. ing it toward the center. The times o f  motion between the 
Proscription oC Merit. revolving cream can and the upward and downward move· 

The only point upon' which the English railway managers ment of the dasher shaft with its appendages are so arranged 
stood out against the demands of their locomotive hands, that they are not in unison, and consequently the contents of 
appears to have been that of uniformity of wages and uni. the cream receptacle will be removed from the sides as fast 
farmity of promotion. The motive to this demand is.obvious. as frozen and sent to the center, while that in the center, �ot 
The meritorious hands to whom more than average wages or exposed to the freezing mixture, will be thrown by the cen· 
promotion had been accorded were'of course a minority. The trifugal force of the revolutions of the can to the outside. 
others could conceive of no reason but favoritism for any one The crank, E, can be placed on either shaft to revolve the can 
being preferred above themselves, and being the majority alone, or to give the vertical reciprocating motion to the dash· 
were able to vote as the sense of the Union that all discrim· er shaft. For this purpose the gear, B, is made to be shifted 
inations would be in practice controlled by favoritism, and from a feather or f}xed key on its shaft to a smooth place 
ought to be abolished; so that long and faithful service, skill, where the turning of the shaft will not affect it. It may 
care and courage should be qualitics henceforth of no use to therefore be used to raise and lower the dasher shaft or not, 
the possessor, but a free gift to the employers and the public. as may be required, or Blipped into and out of gear to suit the 
The obvious interest of the payers of wages would be potent progress of the w('rk. 
enough to secure a valuable equivalent for extra pay in Teis improvement was patented through the Scientific 
general, although favoritism might sometimes succeed in de· American Patent Agency, February 26, 1867, by Lewis A. 
feating that obj ect; and a system of merit records to determine Lipp, whom address at Coatesville, Pa. 
promotion and exclude favoritism might easily be arranged if .. -... -----

the argument were sincere. But so long as excellence is ex· MAGNESIUM LIGHT is introduced into the human mouth in 
cellence-i. e., the exception and not the rule-for first·rate dentistry with great advantage, enabling operations to be 
men in any craft to submit themselves to the dietation: of a 'performed at all hours, better than by th� light of day. 
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The Philosophy oC the Cracking oC a Whip. 

MESSRS, EDItoRS:-In No. 16, Vol. XVI.,April 20th, E. 
L. B. of N. Y. inquires" What is the explanation of the sound 
produced by the cracking of a whip." You reply, " The con
cussion of the lash with the air and the concussion of the 
air in closing up the vacuum left in the path of the lash. 
The sound produced by the concussion of air with air iii il· 
lustrated by the whistling of a bullet." 

Not so clear. Why is the report occasioned by the lash 
louder than the whistling of the bullet? The bullet is larger 
than the end of the lash-which produces the reFort. Is the 
vacuum or concussion less? A lash without a " cracker" will 

not make a loud report. A whipstock without a lash will 
produce a whistling sound. 

Again, why the well known difference, if the lash has a 

silk thread instead of tow-string or other cracker? If the reo 
port is due solely to concussion and displacement of air, why 
the difference in sound produced by a lash tipped with metal 
and one tipped with silk thread? The metal as in the case 
of the bullet will make some sort of whistling sound. The 
cracker will make a loud report. 

If you are cornered please" face the music " and let us 
have more light, for that is what we expect to get out of tho 
ScIENTIFIC AMERICAN. T. M. 

Allegheny City, Pa. 
[The ordinary sensation of Bound is dependent upon rapid 

movements or vibrations of the air. This motion of the air 
is always the result of impact or collision, either of air 
with air, or] air with another substance. The striking of 
solid and liquid substances should only be considered an in· 
direct cause of sound; for the immediate antecedent to the 
movement of the air is not the striking but the movement of 
the substances which results from it, and which movement 
by collision is directly communicated to the air. The ringing 
of a bell, therefore, may be looked on as a case of collision of 
a solid with air. If the cracking of a whip is not included 
in this theory, which is simply another way of stating our 
answer-we are cornered and will face the music. It may 
be complained by some who accept the theory that it does 
not sufficiently take account of the details of the case of the 
cracker. For such we add further explanation. The sharp
ness and loudness of the crack depend on the suddenness of 
the impact and the size of the cracker. A metal cracker, on 
account of its inertia, would interfere with the suddenness 
of the impact; its weight would act to stretch the elastic 
lash and so to ease off the motion. A silk cracker on the 
other hand has little inertia and is brought up suddenly at 
the greatest extension of the lash; moreover its greater bulk 
compared with metal or tow gives a greater volume of im. 
pact, and consequently of Bound. A cracker for a given lash 
may be too heavy or too light, too large or two small, and for 
a given cracker a lash may be too long or too short, or too 
light or too heavy. There is a chance on this subject for a 

mathematician to write a book.-EDs. 
.. _. 

A Correction. 

MESSRS. EDITORS :-1 have subscribed to your paper for 
many years, and seldom read a number without getting some 
new ideas to store away forfuture use. But do you not think 
you are getting careless in your replies to your correspond
ents, many of whom-mere tyros-esteem every opinion and 
rule of yours as an axiom and indisputable? In your last 
number you tell T. A. M" of N. J., to multiply the hight of a 
tank by th'l area, and divide by 144 when you mean 1728. 

Again, you tell him the area of a circle is its diameter mul· 
tiplied by 3'1416 when you know that it is the" square of the 
radius," multiplied by that number, or more simply the 
square of the diameter by the fraction of 0.7854, which is 
the same thing. It would be absurd to accuse you of igno. 
rance on such elementary matters, but very much harm may 
be done, as you well may conceive by this carelessness, es
pecially when you take into consideration the class of your 
enquirers who have had little or no education. 

[Our correspondent iR somewhat severe, but he is perfectly 
correct. We do not pretend to infallibility, but we desire 
to be right in our replies to inquiries. In this case two an
swers became unaccountably and inextricably "mixed."-EDS. 

._. 
TestlnK' oC Boilers. 

A section of the new water tube boiler invented by Mr. J. 
Howard, the agricultural machine maker, of  Bedford, Eng. 
was lately tested with a hydraulic pressure of 1200 pounds to 
the square inch. Every joint remained absolutely tight; yet 
one of the tubes was afterward disconnected and taken out 
in five minutes, and not over ten minutes were required for 
replacing it as before. The Engineer makes this incident the 
text for a discussion of the question of over.testing. It 
would seem that if anything could spoil a good boiler and 
prepare it for mischief, it might be this excessive test. It is a 
little like the old·fashioned hydraulic test for witches : if they 
floated they must be burned, if they sunk they must of course 
be drowned. Our contemporary opposei\ the usual plan of 
taking as a basis the maximum working pressure demanded, 
and calculating the proper test by multiplying it. It is re
commended on the contrary, to take the calculated strength of 
the structure, and apply a test equal to say one third of what 
it ought by analogy to bear. The theoretical strength of the 
boiler is thus tested practically to one third of its extent: if 
not started by this, there is a margin of twice as much prob
able strength to resist any injury from the strain. Assuming 
the test point therefore as a safe point, the proper working 
pressure may be taken fr6m that datum with any propilr mar
gin for further security. 
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